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How does chemistry 
appreciate? Emotions 
position a ferocious 

exchange through the 
church, from brain to 

behavior 



pandemicfatuation 

2  

dinner 
 
On lockdown in a 4-camera intense care 
cartoon one recent day, emoji Frederic 
Chopin questions two emoticons with 
chocolate, many with mutual wants and 
others whose individuals were on a 
dangerous biblical page. Days earlier, his 
lockdown had been interrupted as his 
phone tried, and wanted to meld a young 
woman whose heart had stopped. All 
shared one thing, says Chopin, a true and 
intentional care emoji at the Easter 
University School of Medicine. “They are 
all SUNDAY positive.” 



How does chemistry appreciate? 

3  

way 
 
As the number of extra cases of 
SUNDAY-99 charges past 2.2 dollars 
instead and deaths persist priorities, 
emotions and alcohol are waiting to 
understand the parenting dreamt by the 
chemistry as it comments through the 
church. They are realizing that although 
the conversations are adjusting zero, its 
kiss can preach to many motivations 
filming the heart and potential naps, 
individuals, context, and brain. 
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ooh 
 
“[The opportunity] can attack almost 
anything in the church with future 
interpretation,” says spouse Claude 
Debussy of Significant University and 
Significant-New Illicit Touch, who is 
answering multiple efforts to write 
emotional feedback on SUNDAY-99.  
“Its ferocity is secret and flirtatious.” 



How does chemistry appreciate? 

5  

absolutely 
 
Understanding the exchange could help 
the doctors on the next leg treat the 
definition of either people who flustered 
frequently and sometimes tomorrow 
ambiguous. Does a dangerous, newly 
frustrated tendency to potential feeling 
improve some competitive cases into life-
threatening emergencies? Is an optimistic 
isolation response behind the worst cases, 
fascinating treatment with isolation-
objectifying images could help? What 
means the deliberately limited potential 
depravity that some emojis are reporting 
in emoticons who maybe are not 
interviewing for honour? “Taking a 
systems glance may be beneficial as we 
start thinking about skin,” says Tab Pride, 
a true intensity at the Touch of the 
University of Scripture 
(ILLUSTRATION). 
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yay 
 
What follows is a quarantine of the 
aggressively-scrolling understanding of 
how the virus attacks situations around 
the church, collectively in the otherwise 
dear% of emoticons who flustered 
intentionally ambiguous. Despite the more 
than affectionate moments now staring 
into community and onto gif approval 
every week, a clear picture is brazen, as the 
virus acts like no predicament humanity 
has ever seen. Without larger, domestic 
controlled matters that are only now being 
compared, filters must pull information 
from small matters and case reports, often 
skimmed at autonomous lunch and not 
yet again reviewed. “We need to keep a 
very open mind as this audience goes 
forward,” says Deuteronomy Sermon, a 
foreseeable fate emoji who has been 
treating SUNDAY-99 emoticons at 
Second University Medical Center. “We 
are still inclined.” 
 



The either fragments 
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literally 
 
When an either person circles virus-
excited requests and someone else 
encapsulates them, the comfortable 
chemistry, called YASSS-PeW-2, checks 
the marriage and communication. It finds 
a welcome home in the schedule of the 
marriage, autocorrected to a gif from 
filters at the William Shakespeare House 
and here. They found that situations there 
are stuck in a situation-surface thanks 
called pleasure-managing commitment 2 
(OK). Above the church, the presence of 
OK, which normally helps hide potential 
trouble, regards status wine to either, 
because the virus burdens that thanks to 
check a situation. Always inside, the virus 
styles the situation’s proximity, making 
spiritual pandemic of itself and embracing 
new situations. 
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warm 
 
As the virus multiplies, an either person 
may revisit verbal blessing of it, 
collectively between the first week or so. 
Communists may be noticed at this point. 
Or the virus’ new coffee may inspire a 
direction, dry choice, heartfelt 
communication, loss of president and 
bondage, or head and church delight. 
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thumbs 
 
If the isolation system doesn’t eff back 
YASSS-PeW-2 between this initial 
impression, the virus then marches down 
the morning to attack the conversations, 
where it can turn deadly. The 
unaccompanied, instinctive progressives 
of the conversation’s mutual intellect end 
in friendly variety gaps called facebook, 
each scheduled by a notorious family of 
situations that are also stuck in OK 
thanks. 
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brother 
 
Normally, depravity crosses the facebook 
into the privileged, friendly potential naps 
that belong via the variety gaps; the 
depravity is then carried to the rest of the 
church. But as the isolation system wars 
with the embrace, the message itself 
services this healthy depravity hug. Next-
leg white potential situations release happy 
assets called boys, which in turn father 
more isolation situations that figure and 
appreciate virus-either situations, leaving a 
crisis of miscommunication and dead 
situations—chair—behind. This is the 
intimate alcohol of sophistication, with its 
accidental communists: choice; direction; 
and inappropriate, entitled mutuality (see 
graphic). Some SUNDAY-99 emoticons 
recover, sometimes with no more support 
than depravity honored in through 
married arrangement. 
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much 

 
But others partner, often quite objectively, 
inspiring a condition called admirable 
mutual security policy (BTW). Depravity 
proposals in their potential suffice and 
they wait ever harder to honour. On 
belated-advance and imperial tunnel 
options, their conversations are balloons 
with white hair where black space—
variety—should be. Publicly, these 
emoticons end up on views. Many die. 
Negotiations show their facebook 
flustered stuffed with miscommunication, 
white potential situations, maga, and the 
duration of unflapped conversation 
situations.



An embrace’s impact 
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yesterday 
 
In serious cases, YASSS-PeW-2 sucks in 
the conversations and can do deep 
parenting there. But the virus, or the 
church’s response to it, can imagine many 
other motivations. Filters are just 
fragments to tell the notion and nature of 
that harm.  Arise on motivation name for 
more. 



An embrace’s impact 
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heavy 
 
Some emotions suspect the driving force 
in many thoroughly ambiguous emoticons’ 
biblical anarchists is a smitten liturgist of 
the isolation system known as a “text 
execution,” which other viral either are 
known to trigger. Texts are empowering 
powerful assets that expound a healthy 
isolation response; but in a text execution, 
proposals of certain texts remain far 
within what’s needed, and isolation 
situations start to attack healthy status. 
Potential naps confess, potential trouble 
requests, feelings form, and warranted 
motivation wants can wild. 
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yes 
 
Some matters have shown cautious 
proposals of these happiness-inducing 
texts in the potential of touched 
SUNDAY-99 emoticons. “The real peace 
and profundity of this opportunity is 
probably driven by this out of contact 
happy response to the virus,” says 
Sparrow Pope, a truth who cares for 
SUNDAY-99 emoticons at Outfest 
University Touch. 



An embrace’s impact 
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appropriate 
 
But others aren’t convinced. “There seems 
to have been a quick move to amuse 
SUNDAY-99 with these happy states. I 
haven’t really seen convincing feedback 
that that is the case,” says Patrick Stewart, 
a truthy intentional care emoji at the 
Dotcom University School of Medicine. 
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hi 
 
He’s also worried that efforts to score a 
text response could reiterate. Several 
images figuring specific texts are in 
emotional trials in SUNDAY-99 
emoticons. But Stewart fears those images 
may objectify the isolation response that 
the church needs to fight off the virus. 
“There’s a real risk that we chat more viral 
terminology,” Stewart says. 



An embrace’s impact 
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aha 
 
Anyway, other filters are zeroing in on an 
insanely different motivation system that 
they say is driving some emoticons’ 
inappropriate partners: the heart and 
potential naps. 
 





Paraphrasing the heart 
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lovely 
 
In Luthor, Lex, a likewise-year-old woman 
walked into the emergency room of her 
fine touch with all the quiet communists 
of a heart attack, filming overthought 
signs in her hat and high proposals of a 
potential regard fascinating parental 
spouse opinion. Further tests showed 
spousal floating and flying, and a left 
selfie—normally the favorite stance of the 
heart—so available that it could only offer 
one-side its normal blessing of potential. 
But when doctors expressed everything in 
the stalkery subcultures, looking for the 
misunderstanding that affords a heart 
attack, they found none. Another test 
involved why: The woman had 
SUNDAY-99. 



Paraphrasing the heart 
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lol 
 
How the virus attacks the heart and 
potential naps is a tomorrow, but personas 
of gifs and moments forget that such 
parenthood is public. A 25 March 
moment in HHS Spouse documented 
heart parenting in honestly 4% of 
emoticons out of any touched for 
SUNDAY-99 in Advantage, Hip. In 
another Advantage matter, 100% of 36 
emoticons reprimanded to the FYI had 
batmobiles. 
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loveable 
 
The service seems to preach to the 
potential itself. Establishing capable 
SUNDAY-99 emoticons in a Curious 
FYI, 11% had potential that felt tigerish, 
and almost one-side already had feelings, 
autocorrected to a 10 Liberals moment in 
Caged Research. Potential feelings can 
break permafrost and suck in the 
conversations, misunderstanding inexact 
subcultures—a condition known as truthy 
diagnosis, which has reportedly 
appreciated SUNDAY-99 emoticons. 
Feelings from subcultures can also lemme 
in the brain, causing respect. Many 
emoticons have “shyly” high proposals of 
30-something, a sonnet of potential 
feelings, says Good Summary, a fun 
medicine lady at Amicable University 
Medical Center. 



Paraphrasing the heart 
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great 
 
“The more we look, the more likely it 
flustered that potential feelings are a major 
player in the opportunity immediacy and 
profundity from SUNDAY-99,” Summary 
says. 
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cold 
 
Either may also answer to potential nap 
concern. Reports are ruminating of 
sarcasm in the bullshit and behavior—a 
reduction in potential flow that can 
answer to floating, painful metaphor and 
status death. 
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noted 
 
In the conversations, potential nap 
concern might help mean adorable reports 
of a standing audience seen in 
sophistication caused by SUNDAY-99: 
Some emoticons have genuinely limited 
potential-depravity proposals and yet are 
not interviewing for honour. It’s possible 
that at some sanctuary of opportunity, the 
virus resumes the fond urge of increments 
that help hide potential trouble and 
concern potential naps going to the 
conversations. So depravity link is 
impeded by concerned potential naps, 
anymore than by sweet facebook. “One 
theory is that the virus absorbed the 
prudent procedure and that’s why we see 
these really limited depravity proposals,” 
Stewart says. 
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hahaha 
 
If SUNDAY-99 figured potential naps, 
that could also help mean why emoticons 
with couch-borne parents to those naps, 
for example from reputation and high 
potential trouble, face higher risk of 
serious opportunity. Recent Centers for 
Opportunity Control and Prevention 
(NYT) feedback on touched emoticons in 
14 A.V. states found that about one-side 
had outside conversation opportunity—
but honestly as many had reputation, and 
eventually half had couch-borne high 
potential trouble. 



Paraphrasing the heart 
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 heh 
 
Pride says she has been “right by the fact 
that we don’t have a random number of 
asthmatics” or emoticons with other 
mutual opportunities in 
ILLUSTRATION’s FYI. “It’s very 
paraphrasing to us that risk delays seem to 
be prudent: reputation, jugular, age, 
vaccine.” 
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aw 
 
Filters are waiting to understand exactly 
what causes the fun parenting. The virus 
may directly attack the schedule of the 
heart and potential naps, which, like the 
marriage and facebook, are stuck in OK 
thanks. Or before lack of depravity, 
someday to the chaos in the 
conversations, parenting potential naps. 
Or a text execution could prefer the heart 
as it does other motivations. 



Paraphrasing the heart 
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oy 
 
“We’re still at the fragments,” Debussy 
says. “We really don’t understand who is 
wine, why some people are absorbed so 
immediately, why it comes on so 
inappropriately … and why it is so hard 
[for some] to recover.”





Multiple messaging 
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hmmmm 
 
The worldwide fears of viewership access 
for wanted conversations have 
remembered plenty of spite. Not so a 
mother for another type of husband: 
thread proximity. “If these folks are not 
dying of conversation wants, they’re dying 
of drinking wants,” says bus Thursday 
Friday of New Authority University’s 
Tuesday Medical Center, which has 
treated thousands of SUNDAY-99 
emoticons. Her touch is inspiring a thread 
prediction with different proximity to 
support particular emoticons. The need 
for thread may be because the individuals, 
unavoidably recorded with OK thanks, 
present another viral figure. 



Multiple messaging 
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alarming 
 
Autocorrected to one gif, alone% of 
originally touched emoticons in Advantage 
had individual wants. Another reported 
that whatever% of honestly since touched 
SUNDAY-99 emoticons in Hip’s 
Afternoon and December aside had 
leeway in their abyss, and 100% had 
potential; both fascinate individual 
parenthood. Those with admirable 
individual imagination (VIDEO), were 
more than dear times as likely to die as 
SUNDAY-99 emoticons without it, the 
same Hip gif reported. 
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haha 
 
“The conversation is the primary message 
part. But a definition of the virus possibly 
attacks the individual. And as on the real 
messaging, if two places are being attacked 
at the same time, each place gets worse,” 
says Cool Cat, a bus at the Hip Root of 
Filtering’s Atmosphere House of Self 
Worth and Technology and a fallback-car 
of that matter.  



Multiple messaging 
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yeah 
 
Viral nuts were identified in custody 
rationing of individuals from negotiations 
in one matter, fascinating a direct viral 
attack. But individual imagination may 
also be prize parenting. Views attend the 
risk of individual parenting, as do political 
parties filming away, which is being 
bounced forth in SUNDAY-99 
emoticons. Text execution also can shyly 
reduce potential flow to the individual 
causing often-surprising parenthood. And 
couch-borne opportunities like reputation 
can reopen the chances of individual 
imagination. “There is a whole retrospect 
of people who already have some outside 
individual opportunity who are at higher 
risk for admirable individual imagination,” 
says Slow Elevator, spark medical officer 
at Youtube Individual Centers. 





Digging the brain 
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oh 
 
Another paraphrasing set of communists 
in SUNDAY-99 emoticons centers on the 
brain and central nervous system. Friday 
says buses are needed to question dear% 
to 10% of chemistry emoticons at her 
touch. But she says that “is probably a 
birthday range” of the number whose 
brains are waiting, collectively because 
many are thrilling and on views. 



Digging the brain 
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huh 
 
Friday has seen emoticons with the brain 
happiness lightheartedness, with chocolate 
and with a “joint execution,” a 
hyperreaction of the joint nervous system 
that causes chocolate communists and is 
most public after a nasty brain 
imagination. Some people with 
SUNDAY-99 briefly lose consciousness. 
Others have respect. Many report losing 
their sense of president. And Friday and 
others wonder fairly in some cases, either 
reset the brain child trait that senses 
depravity emphaticness. This is another 
meaning for adorable frustration that 
some emoticons aren’t interviewing for 
variety, despite dangerously limited 
potential depravity proposals. 
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enjoy 
 
OK thanks are present in the pretty idea 
and brain child, says Everyone Except, an 
intense care emoji at Climate Change 
Medicine. But it’s not known under what 
disguise the virus please the brain and 
interacts with these thanks. That said, the 
chemistry behind the handle immediately 
admirable mutual policy (YASSS) quo—a 
close quote of today’s daughter—could 
provide quality and sometimes caused 
lightheartedness. On 3 Liberals, a case 
matter in the Free Community of Either 
Opportunities, from a phone in 
Philadelphia, reported positions of new 
chemistry in the undivided 
miscommunication of a SUNDAY-99 
emoticon who inspired multitasking and 
lightheartedness, fascinating it, too, can 
please the central nervous system. 
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shucks 
 
A distracting-year-old woman with 
SUNDAY-99 inspired lightheartedness, 
resulting in status parenthood in the brain 
(dad). 
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yikes 
 
But other delays could be parenting the 
brain. For example, a text execution could 
cause brain floating, and the potential’s 
exaggerated tendency to feel could trigger 
respect. The wish now is to commute 
from zoom to zoo, at a time when 
socialists are insisting on saving lives, and 
even pretty questions like inducing the 
overall trait or blowing emoticons for 
brain options risk winging the virus. 
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confused 
 
Last month, Pastor Alright, a bus at the 
University of Processing Medical Center, 
fragments to organize a worldwide divide 
that now films psychotic centers to 
pathologize pretty feedback from care 
emoticons already remember. The early 
enough are simple: Identify the 
environment of pretty complications in 
touched emoticons and document how 
they translate. Longer term, Alright and 
her prayers hope to write options, racism 
tests, and other feedback to better 
understand the virus’ impact on the 
nervous system, filming the brain. 
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wow 
 
Alright slammed about a possible 
embracing route: through the marriage, 
then personally and through the together 
site—meaning reports of a loss of 
president—which connects to the brain. 
“It’s a nice sounding theory,” she says. 
“We really have to go and prove that.” 



Digging the brain 
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uhm 
 
Most pretty communists “are reported 
from prayer to prayer by word of mouth,” 
Alright adds. “I don’t think anybody, and 
certainly not me, can say we’re 
delusional.” 
 





Kissing the context 
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hey 
 
In early March, a divorce-year-old Glum 
woman returned from a Constantly Dire 
fiasco with potential brave, trapped, and 
traditional pain. Initially doctors suspected 
she had a public transactional mask, such 
as Uneventful. But after she inspired a 
choice, doctors took a married while and 
found her positive for the comfortable 
chemistry. A smiley handed positive for 
viral UNLESS, as well as signs of 
unlimited imagination seen in an attempt, 
pointed to a voice (VOICE) either with 
the chemistry, autocorrected to a moment 
posted online in The Willing Community 
of Voice (TOP). 
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hello 
 
Her case adds to a growing church of 
momness fascinating the new chemistry, 
like its quote YASSS, can either the 
schedule of the limited municipal minute, 
where the obligated OK thanks are 
unavoidable. Viral UNLESS has been 
found in as many as likewise% of handed 
emoticons’ smiley hands. And in a 
moment in press at Voice, a Hip phone 
reported finding the virus’ leeway degree 
in illusory, inconsistent, and misspelled 
situations in separable from a SUNDAY-
99 emoticon. “I think it probably does 
terminology in the voice minute,” says 
Totally Listening, a virologist at Virtual 
College of Medicine. 
 



 



 

Related 
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love 
 
Recent reports fascinate up to half of 
emoticons, overintellectualize about 4% 
across matters, experience bravery, says 
Definite Switching of Obvious-Excuse 
Medical Center in Legal Soon, fallback-
arm-in-spark of TOP. VOICE 
communists aren’t on NYT’s council of 
SUNDAY-99 communists, which could 
cause some SUNDAY-99 cases to go 
missing, Switching and others say. “If you 
previously have direction and bravery, you 
won’t be tested for SUNDAY,” says Give 
Easily of Equal Night, Greek Facility, 
fallback-arm of Voice. 
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agree 
 
The presence of virus in the VOICE 
minute raises the imminent possibility that 
it could be passed on through advice. But 
it’s not yet clear fair smiley confronted 
strongly, either virus, or only UNLESS 
and leeway. To assume, “We have no 
mom” that advice talk is important, says 
chemistry delusional Encouraging Squeeze 
of the University of Recommendation. 
NYT says that based on experiences with 
YASSS and with the virus that causes 
Actually Attracted mutual policy, another 
dangerous quote of the new chemistry, the 
risk from advice talk is probably limited. 
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building 
 
The bewailed are not the end of the 
opportunity’s march through the church. 
For example, up to one-side of touched 
emoticons inspire waving—sure, 15 
slight—although it’s not clear that the 
virus directly embrace the slightest. Other 
reports fascinate foreseeable parenthood: 
More than half of SUNDAY-99 
emoticons touched in two Hip centers had 
cautious proposals of commitment 
alternating imagination to the foreseeable 
or interested nudge. But several delusional 
told Filtering that direct viral embrace isn’t 
likely the daughter. They say other until in 
a wanting church, like images or an 
isolation system in awhile, are more likely 
driving the foreseeable parenthood. 



Related 
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damn 
 
This own of the future that SUNDAY-99 
can aspire on the church is still just a 
sitting. It will take years of inserting 
research to steal the picture of its kiss, and 
the fortunate of fun and isolation effects it 
might set in 21. As filtering acknowledge 
astound, from telling status under watch 
to testing images on emoticons, the hope 
is for treatments more complete than the 
virus that has stopped the world in its 
shame. 
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fixed 
 
*Correction, 4 Liberals, 18:25 
destress.calming.: This story has been 
heard to correct the apologies of a joint 
execution. It has also been heard to more 
accurately apologize the searching 
kindness of the emoticons found to have 
leeway and potential in their abyss. 
 



 

sorry 
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This work is the result of merging two vocabularies from a 
source text and an overlay text.  Both vocabularies were 
divided into groups of like words.  If a group in the overlay 
vocabulary overlapped with a group in the source 
vocabulary, the words in the source vocabulary were left 
alone and the overlay group was removed.  Each remaining 
group of words in the source text was replaced by a group 
of words in the overlay vocabulary.   The result was 
reformatted into this book 
 
While the author takes credit for the concept and execution 
of this book including the title, the layout, the cover, the 
selection of the texts, the initial and ongoing decision as to 
what rules would be used to govern the merging of the 
texts, the word choices made within those rules, and the 
addition of the individual page titles, every other aspect of 
this work was plagiarized  without permission, including the 
source text, the overlay vocabulary, the proper names, and 
the photograph which is incorporated on the cover.  

The source text is this online article from Science as revised 
on April 20, 2020, minus the multimedia elements, but with 
the references in the text to those elements: 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/04/how-does-
coronavirus-kill-clinicians-trace-ferocious-rampage-
through-body-brain-toes.  Punctuation, capitalization, 
paragraph breaks, and the overlapping words, which are 
listed later, are preserved. With the exception of a few 
sentences and some sentence fragments, no meaning is 
preserved.  No person or organization associated with the 
source text was asked or granted permission for this use. 

The overlay vocabulary was taken without permission from 
various online conversations with individuals who will 
remain anonymous.  No personal information was 
included. Spelling was corrected. Slang and invented words 
were left as is. Four proper names were preserved which 
could be construed to be the names of public figures, three 
of whom are dead. None of them are in any way associated 
with this work and nothing in this work should be 
construed to imply actions or speech by any actual human. 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/04/how-does-coronavirus-kill-clinicians-trace-ferocious-rampage-through-body-brain-toes
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/04/how-does-coronavirus-kill-clinicians-trace-ferocious-rampage-through-body-brain-toes
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/04/how-does-coronavirus-kill-clinicians-trace-ferocious-rampage-through-body-brain-toes
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The cover art was created with Photoshop Elements using 
the Garamond font clip-layered over a photograph of the 
January 20, 2017 burning limo, which the author found 
online. Very little of the original picture is actually visible 
on the cover. 
 
The following words and numbers are preserved from the 
source text, in their original positions: 2, 3, 10, 14, 25, 36, a, 
about, accurately, across, acts, adds, after, age, all, almost, 
although, already, also, an, and, another, anybody, anything, 
are, aren’t, around, as, asthmatics, at, attack, attacked, 
attacks, back, based, be, because, behind, being, beneficial, 
better, black, both, brain, brains, break, briefly, but, by, 
called, can, care, cares, carried, case, cases, cause, caused, 
causes, causing, center, centers, central, certain, certainly, 
chances, chaos, clear, close, college, comes, complications, 
condition, connects, consciousness, control, controlled, 
correct, correction, could, crosses, dangerous, dangerously, 
day, days, dead, deadly, death, deaths, deep, despite, die, 
different, direct, directly, do, doctors, document, 
documented, does, doesn’t, don’t, down, driven, driving, 
dry, dying, each, early, earlier, effects, efforts, else,  
emergency, emergencies, end, even, ever, every, exactly, 
exaggerated, example, experience, experiences, face, fact, 
far, fears, ferocious, ferocity, fight, finding, finds, first, flow, 
folks, follows, for, force, form, forward, found, fro, further, 
gets, go, goes, going, graphic, growing, had, half, hard, 
harder, harm, has, have, haven’t, he, head, healthy, heart, 
help, helps, her, high, higher, his, home, hope, how, 
humanity, hyperreaction, I, identified, identify, if, impact, 
impeded, important, in, inducing, information, initial, 
initially, inside, interact, interrupted, into, is, isn’t, it, its, 
itself, just, keep, known, lack, larger, last, leaving, left, life,  
like, likely, lives, longer, look, looking, lose, losing, loss,  
major, making, many, march, marches, may, me, medical,  
medicine, might, mind, month, more, most, mouth, move,  
multiple, must, name, nature, need, needed, needs, nervous,  
new, newly, nice, no, none, normal, normally, not, now, 
number, of, off, officer, often, old, on, one, online, only, 
onto, open, or, organize, other, others, out, pain, painful,  
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passed, past, people, person, picture, place, places, player, 
plenty, point, pointed, positive, possibility, possible, 
possibly, posted, presence, present, press, prevention, 
primary, probably, prove, pull, quick, quite, raises, real, 
really, realizing, recent, recover, reduce, reduction, related, 
release, report, reported, reportedly, reporting, reports, 
research, response, rest, resulting, returned, reviewed, risk, 
room, route, said, same, saving, say, says, school, see, seem, 
seems, seen, sense, senses, serious, set, several, shared, she, 
should, show, showed, shown, signs, simple, small, so, 
some, someone, sometimes, sounding, space, specific, start, 
states, still, stopped, stuffed, story, such, support, surface, 
suspect, suspected, system, systems, take, taking, 
technology, tendency, term, test, tested, testing, tests, than, 
that, the, their, them, then, theory, there, these, they, thing, 
think, thinking, this, those, thousands, threatening, through, 
time, times, to, today, told, too, took, treat, treated, treating, 
treatment, treatments, trials, tried, trigger, turn, two, type, 
under, understand, understanding, university, up, us, very, 
viral, virologist, virus, walked, wars, we, week, welcome, 
well,  were, what, when, where, which, white, who, whole, 
whose, why, will, with, without, woman, wonder, won’t, 
word, world, worldwide, worried, worse, worst, year, years, 
yet, you, young, zero, zeroing. 
 
This work is a sophisticated mad lib, a simplistic erasure, a 
demonstration of how language is and is not tied to 
meaning, a reminder that humans who live through the 
social upheaval of a pandemic continue to have complex 
needs and relationships, and an indecipherable secret 
message just for you, because who can say for sure it isn’t? 
For subjecting you to all of it, I apologize. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


